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Starting-point
• People can focuse voluntarily attention upon particular
locations in the visual field without making overt eye
movements.
• Recent studies say that stimuli presented within the focus
of attention elicit larger sensory-evoked responses than
stimuli presented at unattended locations.
• Recent ERP study reported that attention was found to
influence the P1 and N1 components (ca. 110 and 170 ms),
but not the earlier C1 component (ca. 80 ms).

Questions & Hypothesis
•

Questions:

1.

Does this discrimination performance result either from
changes in early, sensory-level processing or from
changes in postperceptual stages such as short-term
memory and response selection?
At which stage does attention begin to affect processing?
The present study aimed to provide information about the
attentional sensitivity and neural generator location of the
C1, P1 and N1 components.

2.

•

Hypothesis:
ERP will produce data of a highly focused state of selective
attention.

Methods
• Procedure:
14 subjects / (6 m, 8 f) / (18-24 yrs)
• Stimuli:
v Color video monitor (75cm
distance).
v Fixation point in the middle.
v Stimulus duration was 250 ms.
v 120 stimulus patterns; 60 in the
left visual field, 60 in the right.
v The interval varied between 650
and 900ms.
v The subjects should press the
left or right button.
v Deviations in eye position were
discarded later.

Experimental design
• UV: Stimulus for attention / interval
• AV: ERP / interval
• ERP was recorded from 29 scalp locations. In
order to remove the overlapping ERP waveforms
arising from previous and subsequent stimuli, the
ADJAR correction procedure was used.

Results I
•

Subjects were faster at detecting
the form targets than the spatial
distance targets.
• Subjects were faster for left
visual field targets than for right
visual field targets.
• The sensory-evoked P1 and N1
components were larger for
attended stimuli than for
unattended stimuli.

Results II
•
1.

2.

The areas of spatial attention are:
V4 and IT (extrastriate areas).
ERP shows that P1 and N1
components were larger for
attended than for unattended
stimuli =>spatial attention
influences processing at an
early,sensory level.
No significant effects of attention
were observed for the C1
component, suggesting that
spatial attention operates after
visual information has passed
through striate cortex, where the
C1 is hypothesized to be
generated.

Conclusion
• Visual-spatial attention begins to affect sensory processing
at the time information reaches the cerebral cortex (the
same goes for auditory attention).
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